Simplify your Lymph Node Localization Research

**TREE of MEDICINE**

Web Application

Every Lymph Node Localization article has been read and manually sorted into a tree of categories.

3800+ articles and 1500+ categories will put the world of lymphoscintigraphy at your fingertips.

Your comprehensive source for information about Lymph Node Localization in Breast Cancer

Go to [www.treeofmedicine.com](http://www.treeofmedicine.com) to begin your free 30 day trial subscription.
Features

**Expert-sorted articles**
Each article has been fully reviewed and sorted by our panel of experts. Experts know the limits of information.

**Personal folders**
Stay organized by creating folders in which to easily save articles you are interested in. Bookmark any article with one click.

**Upload, store, and manage article PDF's**
With a quick and easy upload form and a comprehensive management tool, put your articles here and never lose them. They can be instantly available from any online computer.

**Join and create collaborations**
When working on a collaborative project, pool resources. Easily create collaborative efforts and allow temporary access to collective files.

**Export articles to EndNote**
Saving references has never been so easy. Any articles you save can be imported to EndNote with a click of a button.

**Talk with your peers**
Community discussion panels enable you to share information, news, and critically discuss topics within your area of research.

Benefits

**Save money by saving time**
Find exactly what you are looking for in seconds, versus searches that used to take hours. Gain rapid and unprecedented insights into important clinical information or the latest research with a few simple mouse gestures.

**Keep up to date**
New articles are categorized in the Tree of Medicine on a daily basis. Keep track of every new article in the field as it is published.

**Confidence in your references**
With Tree of Medicine experts manually sorting the articles, achieve a level of accuracy unmatched by traditional methods. Instantly view articles related to your exact area of interest. Capture the entire boundaries of a topic.

**Writing grants just got easier**
One of the most painful steps in writing a grant is vastly simplified. The time consuming task of assembling the most relevant articles is nearly eliminated.

**Manuscripts**
We know how time consuming and tedious the task is to assemble the most appropriate references for a manuscript. This task will now take minutes, not hours. Have the confidence that the most up to date references are included in your manuscript.

Go to [www.treeofmedicine.com](http://www.treeofmedicine.com) to begin your free 30 day trial subscription.